Treatment of low grade dysplasia in Barrett’s esophagus with a new-generation cryoballoon device

A 53-year-old man with Barrett’s esophagus (BE; C1M4), who was under regular surveillance, developed multifocal low grade dysplasia (LGD) without visible lesions (▶ Fig. 1a). The diagnosis of LGD was confirmed by a second expert pathologist.

As radiofrequency ablation for LGD is not reimbursed in our country, and given the previous experience with cryotherapy, we decided to treat the patient with cryoablation (C2-CryoBalloon Focal Ablation System; C2 Therapeutics, Redwood City, California, USA) (▶ Video 1).

Cryotherapy can successfully eradicate neoplastic BE by inducing extreme cold to tissue, which causes cell necrosis of the superficial esophageal layers [1]. CryoBalloon is a device that has been developed to deliver cryotherapy, with a single spray hole in the shaft covered by a compliant balloon [2, 3]. The device was recently adapted to include a foot pedal control, allowing the endoscopist to self-control the axial and radial position of the diffuser head and the application of nitrous oxide. The addition of axial control avoids the need to reposition the balloon.

The cryoballoon catheter was introduced through the working channel, and the circular component of BE was treated in a 4-quadrant fashion, using the radial control, followed by axial adjustments to ablate the upper segments of BE (▶ Fig. 1b). The technique was repeated until complete cryoablation of BE had been achieved (▶ Fig. 1c). The treatment lasted for 15 minutes.

Two weeks later, the patient developed severe thoracic pain and heartburn. Endoscopy revealed grade D esophagitis and no other complications. Symptoms resolved after optimization of anti-acid therapy.

At the 3-month follow-up endoscopy, complete regeneration of BE to neosquamous epithelium was observed, with mild inflammation of the Z-line (▶ Fig. 1d).
Biopsies confirmed no intestinal metaplasia or dysplasia. This case demonstrates the use of a new-generation cryoballoon system for treatment of dysplastic BE. The treatment was effective and was facilitated by the axial movement of the diffuser, achieving full eradication of dysplastic BE in a single session.
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